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Creation of new salt marsh : large 
area of deposited dregded material  
500.000m³ removed to tidal level 



Result of Nature restoration project were impressive
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Sampling spiders and carabids 
since 1989 until 2014
• Pitfall trapping
• Year-round sampling : 146 site-year-cycles sampled
• A total of 149.868 spider and 140.429 carabid specimens
• A total of 247 spider and 139 carabid species

• Sampling before and after restoration
Two main habitat types: dry sandy habitats  +  salt marshes

Community analyses multivariate analyses : ordination

Basic data: total number of individuals/species/sampling station/year-cycle



- Restored dune habitats 
quite different from 
natural dunes despite 
all are at first sight 
open sandy habitats

- > 7 years before similar 
to dune grassland

- Specific fauna of new 
habitats => pioneer 
species
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Colonisation of new dry, sandy habitats by spiders : FIRST COLONISATION
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- Restorations > 7 years before 
similar to dune grassland

- New dry sandy site on dike : high 
similarity with old dunes 
/grasslands

- Overall diversity ≠ RL diversity

Colonisation of new dry, sandy habitats by spiders >7 years after restoration

Old

Restored
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SITE G
Colonisation of new dry, sandy habitats by carabids : FIRST COLONISATION

The same pattern was 
observed for the 
colonisation of the 
carabid beetles from 
old to new dry sandy 
habitats. Here, site G 
another dike, that was 
planted with marram, 
as well as again the 
other new dike F show 
the same patterns as 
for spiders
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Pardosa purbeckensis

Baryphymma duffei

Erigone arctica

Erigone longipalpis

Colonisation of new salt marshes by spiders

- Restored salt marshes quite 
different from old salt 
marshes despite vegetation 
was soon very similar

- Specific fauna of new 
habitats => pioneer species

- Old salt marshes : RED List 
species still absent after > 
10 years

Old

Restored



Dicheirotrichus gustavi

Bembidion minimum

Dicheirotrichus obsoletus

Pogonus chalceus

Colonisation of new salt marshes by carabids

- Restored salt marshes quite 
different from old salt 
marshes despite vegetation 
was soon were similar

- Specific fauna of new 
habitats => also red list 
species characteristic for 
salt marshes, however 
variable

Old

Restored



Yearly site to site and species to species fluctuations was clear from long-term monitoring

PLOT A

A
first dune
ridge = 
marram
dune

A

Yearly fluctuations of abundances of a carabid species typical for 
marram dunes

Some years nearly 1.000 specimens collected
Other years almost no specimens in the marram dunes



Yearly site to site and species to species fluctuations was clear from long-term monitoring
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Suggests that fluctuations are due to patch 
specific population dynamics rather than 
climatic differences between years

Stresses the need for multiple suitable 
habitat patches to preserve species in the 
area



Yearly site to site and species to species fluctuations was clear from long-term monitoring
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Confirmed by observation of 
similar within-patch fluctuations 
of closely related species, Calathus
cinctus



Things to conclude:

- Newly developed sites:

- Initial colonization by generalist pioneer species

- Similarity with original fauna after ~ 5 -10 years for dune habitats

- Highly threatened salt marsh spiders still not present in restored salt marshes



Things to conclude:

- Newly developed sites:
- Initial colonization by generalist pioneer species
- Similarity with original fauna after ~ 5 -10 years for dune habitats
- Highly threatened salt marsh spiders still not present in restored salt marshes

- Caution: dispersal limitation is very small (natural habitats nearby) in Yzer estuary  
- => probably less successful in isolated habitats!

Overall diversity ≠ RL diversity



Things to conclude:
- Newly developed sites:

- Initial colonization by generalist pioneer species
- Similarity with original fauna after ~ 5 -10 years for dune habitats

- Highly threatened salt marsh spiders still not present in restored salt marshes

- Caution: Dispersal limitation is very small (natural habitats nearby) in Yzer estuary  
- => probably less successful in isolated habitats!

Overall diversity ≠ RL diversity

- Caution : Yearly site to site and species to species fluctuations was clear from long-
term monitoring

Be careful with interpretation of data from short monitoring or one-shot sampling
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